TLB Music

Testimonials

"TLB is by far and away the best
class on the Upper East Side! I
wish I could take my son everyday
because the class keeps him so
engaged and happy. I tell all my
friends they MUST do TLB! The
make up schedule is also
unbeatable. The staff is amazing
and friendly and knows all the kids
by name. Just the happiest
environment to bring your child.
Everyone goes ABOVE AND
BEYOND!
Bar none the greatest NYC class!”

"TLB has been awesome. We
attended many semesters, and I
fortunately had a flexible work
schedule so I could attend. I think I
enjoyed the classes and hip, popular
music of all genres as much, if not
more than my daughter. Can't say
enough good things about the
owners' kindness, warmth,
welcoming environment,
understanding and flexibility on
make ups, scheduling etc. They
always knew and greeted my child
by name when we showed up (they
knew all the kids names). Teachers
were fabulous. I sang my heart out
excited in every class ... Everything
about TLB is awesome & they are a
first class act, all the way- a true
neighborhood gem.”
Michelle, Facebook Review
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“Thank you so very much for a
fabulous term. We have absolutely
enjoyed coming along to class and
learning music with TLB. We have
taken a couple of other classes and
music class trials around town and
beyond compare, TLB is our
favorite and the very best we have
experienced in NYC! From the
exceedingly talented teachers and
staff - all of whom seem entirely
kind, friendly, super helpful and
enthusiastic; the brilliant, mature,
and fabulously thought out
curriculum; to the phenomenally
managed (amazing equipment,
unbelievably clean, and amazingly
well kept) facility…I'm really
grateful I came across TLB ...
Please keep doing what you're
doing!”
Aimee, TLB Testimonials

"What I loved most about our TLB
Music session was the intimacy and
personalized style of the class – your
child gets direct attention due to the
small size, and also get customized
tunes & face time! How cool is that!! I
was equally impressed with the
fastidiously well-kept nature of the
classrooms. This is the kind of
environment where I don't mind little
Nukie picking up something and
putting it in his mouth because I know
that it's been properly sanitized,
which is certainly not something one
takes for granted in this city!If you
have time, I also highly recommend
checking out the downstairs TLB
playroom, which is MASSIVE (at least
via the lens of this city gal). Hubs and
I thought that we'd only swing by for
15 minutes tops and wound up
playing for an hour! It was well
stocked with goodies and toys, and
had the added benefit of being
extremely chill and relaxed (a major
plus in my book!). One thing is for
sure – we'll definitely be back.”
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"These music classes are
extraordinary - they are not only
perfectly developmentally
appropriate, teaching children
skills when they are the age to
master them and challenging
children with learning that is
attainable, but they are also a lot of
fun for children and parents alike.
The music chosen is
contemporary and relevant, the
teachers are musically fluent and
filled with energy, the experience
overall is a joy.”
Camilla, Yelp Review

"This is my favorite music class for
babies in New York so far. The pop
music selection is a bit cooler than
other classes-- more Bowie and
Beatles, less Taylor Swift, thank
god-- and the teachers seem
warmer and more sensitive to the
individual baby than at other
places. If a baby is feeling shy or
overstimulated, the teachers won't
push him or her too hard... It's a
real community and the kids get to
try a variety of real instruments.
We love going here every week.”
Pam, Yelp Review

“My 8 month old son started
classes at TLB Music just a few
weeks ago and seems to absolutely
love it. His instructors are just
wonderful - so warm and you can
tell they really enjoys what they
doing and take pride in coming up
with interesting games. The
classroom is incredibly neat and
clean & has all sort of instruments
to spark interest for the little ones.
The playroom is such a great
benefit to the enrollment. I can
definitely see my son taking more
classes and even lessons here as
he gets older. Top notch
establishment!”
Jess, Yelp Review

